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Blockchain technology
Technology that powers many cryptocurrencies

Consensus mechanism

Ledger run and secured by the crowd

Perfect use case of "distributed computing"

‘Blockchain will do for transactions what the internet did for 
information’

-Ginni Rometty, the CEO of IBM



What 
blockchain 

offers

Decentralized - No single entity can stop the transaction network

Immutable - No single entity can manipulate transaction at his 
own will

Transparent - All transactions are open to public to verify

Anonymity - Identity of the coin owners are hidden

Fault tolerance - No single point of failure of the transaction 
network



How blockchain work



Improving 
transparency by 
blockchain

Blockchain operates as a mesh network

Every “nodes” in the network stores the complete copy of 
data

Every “nodes” verify the new incoming transaction by 
preconfigured “consensus algorithms”

Extremely difficult (if not impossible) to alter or eliminate 
verified records

Any misbehavior or fraudulent activities conducted by a 
node will be detected

Data in very high trust level

Useful in situation which trustworthiness of the data 
collection and governess process is important



Use case: sampling polling station in 
official election

Agora was accredited as an international 
observer by the National Electoral Commission
(NEC), and accredited to cover 280 polling 
locations in the West Districts of Sierra Leone.

http://necsl2018.org/


2. Improving 
data quality by 
blockchain

Permissioned network

researchers and respondents are 
authenticated

Permissionless network

the blockchain is managed in open 
network, participants join with total 
anonymity

Or, somewhere in between.



System which respondents have the autonomy to control what personal data to be revealed to 
specific data collector

Respondents can provide data just enough to conduct the survey (a.k.a. exercising a pre-defined 
“smart contract”)

Decentralized identity



Use Case – Age Verification





Improve polling 
cost-
effectiveness 
and response 
rate by 
Blockchain

Smart Contract - Programmable money

Token transaction is executed when the 
contractual requirement is fulfilled.

Respondents can be incentivized by offering 
“token” when responding a polling study 
powered by “smart contract”.



Example: Polling 
study 
conducted by 
Smart Contract

1. General users join into the network, and undergo 
certain KYC (Know-Your-Customer) process

2. Researchers launch a campaign and issued a time-
bounded, polling study smart contract to the 

network

3. General user accepted to participate to the 
campaign

4. Respondents received invitation to join the 
campaign, and earns token by fulling the 

requirement of polling study (executing the smart 
contract)

5. Respondents received the token as reward, and 
researchers received the data





Takeaway

Blockchain is an emerging technology that 
will revolutionize how social consensus can 
be made

Blockchain can improve transparency in 
forming public opinion (e.g. election, poll 
study)

Reliable public opinion study can be done in 
more cost-effective way, and with less 
personal privacy concern, e.g. Civic Token 

Money-incentivized opinion study can be 
done relatively easy using “token” concept, 
e.g. Augur token



Thank you!


